RHA Senate Meeting Minutes
November 7, 2018, at 7:00pm in the JAC

In Attendance:
RHA Executive Board and Advisor, RLA/HWC-2, HQ-2, Hapner-2, Johnstone-2, Langford-2, North Hedges-2, Roskie-2, South Hedges-2, Yellowstone-2

Approved Minutes from the meeting on October 24th, 2018

Movement approved to move the South Hedges presentation to before Public Comment

Bobcats Got Talent Traditional Fund request
Thursday November 8th tomorrow in Reynolds Recital Hall
$750- Go to getting trophies for Contestants, Catering, Raffle Prizes
Q/A- What items are being raffled off? Gift Cards

Public Comment
None

RESLIFE UPDATE
Weather has turned—Close your windows, don’t leave your windows open when out or overnight, still taking Thanksgiving sign-ups, Please sign up, Winter Break sign-ups are up, seeing up take in mental health concerns be mindful of each other, Student stress is real, if you are concerned reach out to RAs or otherwise.
Spring confirmation has gone out already make sure it is right
Laundry system—How is working so far? Seems to be going ok so far, fairly quiet, be more diligent

Old Business-
Can the Griz
Food Drive and Penny war, every hall has been given a plastic bin to use, we have a scale so that we can give periodic updated
President Cruzado will be the prize for Can the Griz, party of some sort with President Cruzado in your hall, second and third place will also be incentivized, CHALLENGE YOU TO COME IN WITH DONATION to go toward total, thoughts on prizes:
Dinner with Jeff Bondi, Pizza Party, Reach out to a professor or other staff members, Pie-ing the RESLIFE staff, Breakfast bar, pie party, Hall Swag money we will report back next week what will happen.
Look for a standings update this weekend this weekend
Officer Reports

One on one meetings with directors, Worked on the compensation legislation, bookstore meeting check in, Completed a social media review, average of over 40 likes a post, 358 followers, montanastateRHA, new logo for RHA, presenting to all of Senate soon, Tech requests, Policy book updates, Officer evaluation, research on recycling bins for the JAC, IACURH, presented two programs at IACHURH, getting ready for the end of the semester, Officer Evaluations with meeting about meeting expectations a form that will be sent out to all of the hall councils, we want feedback from all of the hall councils, diversity programming, retreats this weekend about diversity,

IACHURH- we won RHA Building Block of the year and NRHH building block of the year, thank you to all of the Hall Councilors and people that made winning these awards possible for our program, very excited about what we have learned, The NCC position is vacant, in charge of planning and facilitating our conferences, if you are interested please reach out, Recruitment for our RHA executive board, we would like to make sure that everyone is ready, if you’d like to shape the student experience it is a great job, fun experience, really good alternative, RHA executives are compensated, direct line to directors of RESLIFE, professional development opportunity, you get a lot of good experience, please give us constructive feedback please reach out to us, contact us with ANYTHING, There will be an application at all of the front desks, the website, Spirit spoon winner RLA/HWC,

New Business

Fund Request presentation
Hapner 3CD community
Wanting a TV for their Lounge,
Video presented
40 inch TV?
What connections are you planning to have for it?
Molly put in cable hook-ups in the space
All but one other lounge will have it
Check out behind the desk the bells and whistles
Discussion
Good addition to the community
Brand concerns
Move to end the discussion

16 in favor 0 opposed 0 abstentions
Clarify the rules to this space (JAC)

Communal space, the offices can get cluttered, please do not use this as a space as storage or a dumpster, please don’t touch the things in the Tech Room or office, reach out to an RHA executive, art supplies have a ton of them, happy to help, spent about 4 hours to reorganize, if you have any questions email us to get stuff, this is a resource, make the JAC a student workspace, we are doing a lot of work.

Adjourned 7:50